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ACTIVE PARTICIPATION OF RELEVANT PARTNERS 

IN PROVINCIAL WORKSHOP PROVED THEIR 

RECOGNITION ON PROJECT'S IMPACT
By CNIP (Child Nutrition Improvement Project) unit

The start of CIGs have brought new 

movement in the community

Field tour: Expand knowledge, 

enhance network

In March 2017, setting up Community
Initative Groups (CIGs) have been
continued moving in 12 communes and
town in Nam Giang district. With the
support of the expert...

Proceeding the project strategy of
capacity building for Key Farmers
(KFs), field tours were conducted to
create chances for KFs among project
areas to share and exchange
experiences about SRI…

On March 21st, 2017 in Kon Tum City,
the Provincial Board of Management
(PBoM) organized a Workshop on
sharing achievements in FY2016 and
planning for FY2017. The Workshop
chairman was Mr. Le Nam Khanh
(Deputy Director of Department of
Health (DoH) - Head of PBoM) with the
participation of relevant stakeholders
under the project including Provincial
Women's Union, District Women’s
Union, District Board of Management
(DBoM), District Health Department,
District People's Committee,
Communal Board of Implementation
(BoI) and Health Collaboration
Network Member (HCN).

After 5 years of conducting in Kon
Tum province, the impacts of Kon Tum
CNIP have been recognized by all
relevant stakeholders and community
people. So, what are the contributing
factors? The answer will come through
sharing of all participants. At the
beginning in FY2012 – FY2013, Kon
Tum CNIP was conducted at 8 villages
(in 4 communes with 1,127
households) of 2 districts as the
modeling; its purpose was to create

the good model in improving
malnutrition status of children under
two years old (U2). Then, the area was
increased up to 26 villages (in 4
communes with 3,002 households)
and 55 villages (in 8 communes with
7,247 households) in FY 2014 and
FY2015 respectively; its purpose was
to strengthen this model as On-the-job
Training. Finally, its target area was
expanded up to 89 villages (in 15
communes with 11,311 households) in
FY2016 focusing on building
networking and disseminating its
impacts.

At the Workshop, Head of PBoM
strongly mentioned that “Kon Tum
CNIP has achieved significant results
in changing the awareness of not only
mothers in childcare, but also the
whole community people such as
fathers and grandparents. Besides, its
activities aim to enhance capacity of
grass-root level to ensure enough
human resource for project’s operation
and maintain its sustainability. From
that it could be said the project’s
approach is contributing in reducing
the rate of malnourish children in…
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rice crop per year to two crops after
joining PFSI; and this is one of the best
lessons for them to promote SRI
application in Nam Tra My area. All
participants of the field tours expressed
their happiness and interest in
changing information and creating
learning motivation to each other.
Besides Key Farmers, this kind of
activities also offer districts and
technicians the chance to meet and
learn together such as how to
implement and operate activities, to
find out and share the solutions to deal
with many issues or challenges rising in
their areas. Enthusiasm, cooperation
and motivation of each DBoM in term
of effort to support KFs in order to
create changes in agriculture
production is always a good lesson for
other districts to follow.

Purpose: PFSI model is diffused to small scale farmers in mountainous / isolated sites in
target area.
Duration: From December 2015 to March 2019.
Project site: Quang Nam province and Thua Thien Hue province.
Beneficiaries: 14 communes of 7 districts in FY2016 and 20 communes of 7 districts in 
FY2017. 

Project on Food Security Improvement for 
Small Scale Farmers in Central Vietnam

1
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1 SRI experience sharing among KFs of Bac Tra My
and Nam Giang district

2
SRI experience sharing among KFs of Tay Giang
and Dong Giang district

3
SRI experience sharing among KFs of Bac Tra My
to Nam Dong district
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(Con’t page 1)
target areas sustainably. In addition, all
activities were conducted based on real
need of local and promoted community
people initiation; therefore as the
government line, we have considered
how to sustain its results effectively”.

Furthermore, the project’s impacts
were also recognized by district level
as the main implemented agent under
project’s framework.

Moreover, besides recognition of
PBoM/ DBoM on project impacts,
many outcomes were also shared by
BoI and HCN members as the
representative of villagers. As sharing
from a BoI member that thanks to

joining in project’s activities, mothers
have changed in both knowledge and
skills, for example, they know how to
cook rice porridge, take care of sick
children, keep children warm in winter
and be active in asking information
from HCN/ BoI members. Besides, by
joining in the project’s activities, they
have more chance to exchange
knowledge with each other in childcare.
The rate of U2 malnourish children
(underweight) was decreased year by
year, from 21.60% (2015) to 16.49%
(2016). (Figures from Ngoc Tu
commune).

Finally, other relevant departments
including District People’s Committee,
Women’s Union, and District’s Party
also had chance to learn project’s
impacts. Their roles are enhancing
project’s achievements to local people,
contributing ideas and supporting for
health staff in project’s implementation.
In this Workshop, they did well as the
agents to strengthen project’s
achievement by contributing many
ideas. In addition, they would like to
join in many activities and have
intention to integrate project’s activities
with governmental programs. Their
assessment and commitment were
expressed through their comment,

speech of Mr. A Phuong (Vice
chairman of Dak Glei People’s
Committee) “I am very interested in the
activities of project. It is very practical
and effective. I hope that we have more
coordination and integration of related
departments.”

The project still has one more year to
consolidate its impacts. So, we already
have answers for activeness of
stakeholders. The more they
recognized, the more they are active
with project. Their initiative will
contribute greatly in project
sustainability in the future.Mr. To Ngoc Phan (Dak To DBoM) said:

“Project is moving to its sixth year, therefore
its impacts are visualized. Under our
observation to community, we found many
significant changes of community people.
They have started to improve quality and
quantity of daily meal for children and family
members by utilizing available food with 4
groups of nutrition, putting right practice in
childcare, paying attention to hygiene and
surrounding environment for reducing
diseases, etc”.

Mr. A Thanh Hoa (one of HCNs from Dak
Glei) shared:
“Now, I’m more confident in communication;
applying new knowledge and understanding
more about local needs or problems. I feel
very proud to bring project’s activities to my
community”.
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Purpose: Nutrition status of children under 2 (U2)
in Dak Glei and Dak To districts is improved.
Duration: April 2012 to March 2018
Project site: Dak Glei and Dak To districts, Kon
Tum Province
Beneficiaries: Approximately 4,200 children under
2 including malnourished ones and their mothers,
pregnant women and women in reproductive age
in total 15 communes of 2 districts.

Kon Tum Province Child 
Nutrition Improvement Project

1

2

THE START OF COMMUNITY INITATIVE GROUPS HAVE BROUGHT 

THE NEW MOVEMENT IN THE COMMUNITY
By PRD (Project for Rural Development by Local Initiative 

of The Ethnic Minority Communities in Nam Giang District) unit

Training on identifying target customers and product 
development

In March 2017, setting up Community Initative Groups (CIGs)
has been continued moving in 12 communes and town in Nam
Giang district. With support from the expert, the training for
local people on product development was conducted in order
to support local people identify the target customer, understand
targeted customer and know how to sell their treasures for
foreign travelers. The knowledge from the training gave local
people the light to develop products for the identified target. In
addition, the practical study tour to Hoi An in order to observe
the reaction of tourists, to learn from souvenir shops, villages in

Hoi An has clarified the direction for
local people in their ideas. In addition,
the survey on the potential resources
in Nam Giang district that listed out
and analyzed potential products gave
local community overall view and
recommendation for potential
resources in Nam Giang district.

As the result, there are 70 Community
Intiative Groups with 618 members
have been established in 12/12
communes and town in Nam Giang
district. The kinds of CIGs were
diversified with 19 kinds of products
and were compiled into 06 catagories:
Health/Healing, Handicraft, Arts and
Music, Beauty, Nature/Agriculture, and
Hunting/Sport. Not only tangible

values but also intangile values of the
ethnic minorities in Nam Giang district
were registered to be developed by

people in order to activate their
community and their resources. From
that, they could bring their community

the local people in order to bring their
intangible values to higher positioning.

Many of the CIGs such as Music
group, Bean group, Rice group,
Weaving group, and Bamboo knitting
group have taken their initiative to
develop and introduce their products
to tourists on the tour day as well as
sell their products in shop in Da Nang
city. It is the first start of the local

closer to outside world as well as
affirm their values on the colorful
painting of the Viet Nam.

2
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Purpose: The model to promote comprehensive rural
development by ethnic minority communities in Nam
Giang district is established.
Duration: From July 2016 to June 2020
Project site: Nam Giang district, Quang Nam
province
Beneficiaries: Regional promotion leaders, local
government officers, local cooperatives, Community
Initiative Groups (CIGs) & 23,900 people in Nam
Giang district as direct beneficiaries and
administrative officers of other four mountainous
districts as indirect beneficiaries.

Project for Rural Development by 
Local Initiative of the Ethnic Minority 
Communities in Nam Giang district, 

Quang Nam Province

1 Mr. Le Nam Khanh (Head of PBoM) 
operated the WS

2
Mr. A Phuong (Vice chairman of Dak
Glei People’s Committee) gave speech

1

Trial products for selling in shops2

3 First trials of CIGs on tour day

4 Hard discussion on what is target 
customers’ interest.

Research report on potential products in 
Nam Giang district, Quang Nam province
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FIELD TOUR: EXPAND KNOWLEDGE, ENHANCE NETWORK
By PFSI (Project on Food Security Improvement for Small

Scale Farmers in Central Vietnam) unit

Proceeding the project strategy of
capacity building for Key Farmers
(KFs), field tours were conducted to
create chances for KFs among project
areas to share and exchange
experiences about System of Rice
Intensification (SRI technique) in
particular and agricultural sector in
general. Through these field tours, KFs
were not only able to get much
valuable lesson learnt from destination

sites, but also get opportunities to
share their experiences and know-how
which they have gained during SRI
application process and during a time
to be a trainer of Farmer Field School
(FFS). A lot of incredible experiences
have been discussed among KFs of
other regions and received much
appreciation. Take an example: Nam
Tra My group was so surprised when
seeing Tay Giang farmers could

change their cultivation habit from one
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